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Defendants Fannie Mae (f/k/a Federal National Mortgage Association), Eric
Schuppenhauer ("Schuppenhauer"), Nancy Jardini ("JardirO), and Alanna Scott Brown (`Brown"),
by counsel, respectfully submit this Memorandum in Support of their Rule 12(b)(6) Motion to
Dismiss the Complaint Bled by Plaintiff Caroline Heron ("Herron").

1.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

This lawsuit is not, as Herron attempts to portray it, about the Defendants' pursuit of
financial incentives or mismanagement of federal programs. Rather, it is about Herron's failed
attempt to leverage a short-term engagement with Fannie Mae into long-term employment with the
U.S. Department of the Treasury ("Treasury").
Beginning in mid-2009, Herron provided consulting services to Fannie Mae on Treasury's
Homeownership Preservation Program (the "HPP"), which came under the Emergency Economic
Stabilization Act of 2008 ("EESA"). Herron did not provide her consulting services as an employee
of Fannie Mae: An outside vendor employed Heron under an "open-ended" contract specifically
for this purpose.' Compl.1126. Both Herron and Fannie Mae understood this consulting
arrangement would be short--term. Ex. B. Herron's express purpose in consulting for Fannie Mae
as a contractor was to make contacts with Treasury officials in an effort to meet her personal
objective of getting a job at Treasury. Compl. T 27. In fact, Herron consulted on EESA projects
that gave her immediate and substantial interaction with senior Treasury officials. Id. ¶ 29.
Heron's plan to use her consulting work for Fannie Mae as a springboard to Treasury hit its
first obstacle in early December 2009 shortly after she began discussing the possibility of joining a
Treasury official's team as a full-time employee. Ex. C; Compl. $ 62. Almost immediately, Treasury
informed Herron that, because she had consulted for Fannie Mae, it could not hire her without her

i

In her contract with the outside vendor, Herron expressly acknowledged that she was "not a Fannie Mae
employee" and that she had "no expectation of employment at Fannie Mae." Ex. A at 2.

1
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first waiting out a government mandated two-year period of ineligibility due to applicable conflict of
interest rules . To circumvent that prohibition, on December 16, 2009, Herron proposed to have
Fannie Mae engage her as a "contractor" in a role "similar to what it would have been as a Treasury
[full-time employee]." Ex. C. However, Herron's proposal did nothing to cure the conflict of
interest identified by Treasury, and it raised new ethical issues under the Financial Agency
Agreement between Fannie Mae and Treasury (the "FAA") and federal gift limitations. The FAA is
attached as Exhibit D.2
In response to Herron's proposal, Fannie Mae advised Herron about its concerns with
organizational conflicts of interest and that it "could not get comfortable with the [gift of services]
arrangement;" Herron, however, refused to accept the validity of those concerns. Compl. ¶¶ 66, 68,
71. Instead, she stated that she would raise with Fannie Mae's upper management what she
perceived to be "the needless impediments to her starting her position with Treasury." Id. T 72. At
that point, rather than divert further resources to Herron's personal career objectives or be
implicated in conflicts of interest, Fannie Mae exercised its lawful right to end Herron's engagement.
Fannie Mae did not need any reason to end her engagement, but, nevertheless, Fannie Mae's
conduct was justified because it was not required to tolerate internal conflict or turmoil related to a
contractor's personal agenda.
Unable to be employed by Treasury and no longer consulting for Fannie Mae, Herron chose
to make unfounded allegations of wrongdoing against Fannie Mae and the individual Defendants,
claiming damages in excess of $1.2 million.; Herron's Complaint contains four counts: wrongful

2

Publicly available at
http: / /www. fmancialstabihtv . gov/ docs / C ontractsAgreements / Fannie%20Mae %20FAA`/`20021809%2
O.ndf.

3

Although not relevant to this Motion, Fannie Mae notes that, immediately upon learning of Herron's
allegations (made for the first time in a March 3, 2010, demand letter from Herron's counsel ), Fannie
Mae notified the Office of the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief Program,
Treasury, and Fannie Mae 's conservator and regulator, the Federal Housing Finance Agency. In

2
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discharge (Count I); civil conspiracy (Count II); tortious interference with prospective contractual
relations (Count III); and a Bivens First Amendment action (Count M. As shown below, the
Complaint on its face, together with other documents that this Court may review on a Rule 12(b)(6)
motion, demonstrate that the four causes of action asserted by Herron fail to state a claim because:
(a) under Twombly and Igbal they lack factual plausibility; and (b) they are not legally valid.
A.

Dismissal Is Warranted Because Matters That The Court May Consider On A
Rule 12(b)(6) Motion Render The Allegations About The Defendants'
Misdeeds Implausible

Herron's theory underlying each count in her Complaint is that Fannie Mae removed her as
a contractor allegedly because she criticized the company and its officers. She broadly alleges that
the Defendants were focused on financial gain under the FAA even if it "meant wasting taxpayer
money and delaying the implementation of high-priority Treasury programs." Compl. ^ 12.
Herron's allegations of the Defendants' misdeeds, however, are belied by the public record and by
documents, many of them her own emails, that are central to and referenced in her Complaint.
Herron alleges that Fannie Mae was looking out for its own interests by receiving substantive
incentive payments under the FAA. According to Herron, Treasury would make these incentive
payments to Fannie Mae if it processed a large number of "trial" loan modifications regardless of
whether those trial modifications became permanent conversions or were otherwise successful.

Id.

¶ 88. The FAA itself, which is cited by Herron in the Complaint, disproves this allegation. Id. ¶ 25.
The FAA provides that Fannie Mae was not-eligible for incentive payments for "Iial modifications,"
but only for "completed modifications." Moreover, the FAA safeguards against payments for

addition, Fannie Mae retained Michael R. Bromwich of the law firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver &
Jacobson LLP, to conduct an independent investigation of Herron's allegations (as such allegations were
stated in the demand letter and later in the instant Complaint). Mr. Bromwich was then the head of
Fried Frank's Internal Investigations, Compliance and Monitoring practice group. Mr. Bromwich is a
former federal prosecutor, a former Inspector General of the Department of justice, and a former
associate counsel in the Office of Independent Counsel for the Iran-Contra matter. After a thorough
investigation of the facts, Mr. Bromwich prepared a report finding no merit to Herron's allegations.

3
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modifications that would end up in re--default. Finally, no payments could be made without
Treasury issuing payment metrics - which it never did. Thus, Herron's allegations of Fannie Mae's
gross waste of public funds are implausible and do not support her causes of action.
Herron also alleges that the Defendants resisted and stalled an assignment from Treasury to
create a "Borrower Portal" by which homeowners and servicers, such as banks and other mortgage
holders, could electronically communicate, exchange, and access documents. Id. ^ 52. This
allegation is also implausible, however, because Herron's own em-ails show that she consistently
opposed the Borrower Portal assignment:
•

On September 11, 2009, she emailed Defendants Schuppenhauer and Brown, among
others, that building a borrower portal is "unrealistic" and has doubtful usefulness.
Ex. E at 1.

•

On November 17, 2009, she wrote in an email that "I've been counseling [Treasury]
from day 1 not to do [the Borrower Portal]." She further stated her hope that
Treasury's privacy lawyers "would final[ly] put the kibosh on this." Ex. F at 2.

•

In a November 23, 2009, email, Herron wrote to a Fannie Mae privacy attorney, "I
think that I may have found the appropriate chink in the armor to get the borrower
portal kiboshed." Ex. G at 1.

•

In a November 24, 2009, email to various Fannie Mae personnel, Herron noted that
Treasury had expressed that it "is seriously considering whether to cancel the
borrower portal project given the limited benefits and significant risks to Treasury."
In response, Schuppenhauer asked Herron, "What do you think of cancelling?"
Herron replied, "I think it makes sense . ..." Ex. H at 1-2.

•

In a December 1, 2009, email in response to one Fannie Mae official's suggestion to
end the borrower portal project, Herron responded "ditto." Ex. I at 2-3.

Moreover, Treasury itself had not yet decided to implement the Borrower Portal, as evidenced by the
April 2010 Congressional Report (page 85), which Herron's Complaint cites. Compl. ¶ 53.
Herron further alleges that the Defendants tortiously interfered with her prospective
expectations to work at Treasury. This is implausible because it is contradicted by her own
December 2009 email to Schuppenhauer where she admits that Treasury could not hire her:,

4
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I have been in discussions in the last couple of weeks regarding my joining [a
Treasury official's] team as an employee. Unfortunately, it looks like I am conflicted
out because I have worked as a contractor for FNM in the past year.

Ex. C.
In sum, under the Supreme Court's standards enunciated in Igbal and Twombly, Herron's
Complaint must be dismissed because it lacks plausibility.
B.

Dismissal Is Also Warranted Because Herron's Causes of Action Fail As A
Matter Of Law

Wrongful Termination. Herron's wrongful termination claim fails as a matter of law even
if the Court were to accept as true the fanciful allegations of her Complaint. Herron's engagement
as a contractor was "open-ended." Compl. ^ 26. Accepting as true for purposes of this Motion only
Herron's allegation that she was an employee of Fannie Mae, the open-ended nature of her
consultant contract can only mean that her "employment" status was "at-will" and that Fannie Mae
could end that "employment" for any or no reason.4 Herron claims a public policy exception to the
at-will doctrine based on alleged breaches by Fannie Mae of its contractual "fiduciary duty of loyalty
and fair dealing" with Treasury. Id. T 86. This purported exception is not cognizable under District
of Columbia law.
The District of Columbia recognizes a very narrow "public policy" exception to the at-will
doctrine, where, for example, an employer discharges an employee for making an internal complaint
relating to the violation of a statute or the Constitution. Herron's allegations overlook the essence
of that exception. Public policy is determined by, and must be expressed in, a statute or the
Constitution, not a mere contract. For the Court to allow her claim for breach of a contractual
"fiduciary duty of loyalty and fair dealing" would allow the exception to swallow the rule that at-will
employees may be terminated for any or no reason. Moreover, as we explain in greater detail below,

4

Contrary to the allegations in the Complaint, Herron acknowledged when she began the consulting work
for Fannie Mae that she was not a Fannie Mae employee. See below.

5
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EESA does not express or vindicate the public policy that Herron apparently wants this Court to

apply.
Tortious Interference with Prospective Contractual Relations . Herron's claim for
tortious interference with prospective contractual relations also fails as a matter of law. First, the
Complaint does not state any valid employment expectancy with which the Defendants interfered.
Herron could not have had a valid expectancy of employment at Treasury, either as a direct Treasury
hire or as a Fannie Mae contractor in a role "similar to what it would have been as a Treasury [fulltime employee]" because Treasury's applicable conflict of interest rules prevented it. Ex. C. With
regard to her alleged employment expectancies at Fannie Mae, at best, Herron's own allegation is
that she was an at-will employee and therefore could not have had a valid expectancy of any form of
employment at Fannie Mae. Moreover, her own "open-ended" contract negates her assertion of an
expectation at Fannie Mae: "I also acknowledge that I have no expectancy of employment at Fannie
Mae." Ex. A at 2.
Second, Herron has failed to plead facts showing that the Defendants had knowledge of any
of her alleged employment expectancies. For instance, Herron never pleads that the Defendants
knew of her alleged expectancies to provide services to Fannie Mae on matters outside of the HPP
consulting work. Instead, Herron speculates that the Defendants had "knowledge that other Fannie
Mae managers wanted to hire Herron on non-Treasury-related matters" simply because she alleged
they gave her vendor explicit instructions that she could not be re-engaged by Fannie Mae, but failed
to give any reason for such instructions. See Compl. T 109. The alleged unexplained instructions by
the Defendants not to re-engage Herron do not reasonably mean they knew that Herron expected to
work on non-Treasury related projects.
Third, this claim fails because there was no interference by a third-party to the alleged
prospective relationship. As a matter of law, Fannie Mae could not interfere with employment

6
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expectancies between itself and Herron. In addition , the individual Defendants could not have
interfered with any of Herron ' s alleged employment expectancies because there is no suggestion in
the Complaint that they were motivated by their individual interests and no allegation of fact that
any acted with malice toward Herron.
Bivens FirstAmendment action. Herron alleges in her Bivens claim that the individual
Defendants violated her First Amendment right to free speech by retaliating against her for voicing
criticisms about Fannie Mae to Treasury . A Bivens claim is a cause of action for damages against
federal officers for violating certain Constitutional rights of a person while acting under color of
federal law . Herron ' s claim rests on her alternative pleading that Fannie Mae is "considered a
federal government entity;" that she was "an employee of a federal employer;" and that the
individual Defendants were federal government officers. Compl. ¶T 115, 117, 123.
Fundamentally, Herron's Bhwns claim must be rejected because she did not have a protected
First Amendment right to the speech on which she bases this claim. A government employee,
which Herron claims to be for this count only, has a right protected by the First Amendment if,
among other things, she speaks as a private citizen. The First Amendment does not protect her
speech if the employee' s speech is directly related to her duties for the government employer.
Herron's own allegations demonstrate that her speech was directly related to , and inextricably part
of, her duties at Fannie Mae.
In that regard, Herron alleges that, starting in June 2009, she had a "pivotal role in the
Making Home Affordable Program" and that her various job duties as the Fannie Mae "Product
Manager" for various EESA-related programs required her to: (i) work "directly with senior staff at
Treasury ... on policy development and implementation design for each initiative ;" (ii) coordinate
internally with numerous constituent Fannie Mae teams on program implementation design and
rollout; and (iii) consult with Fannie Mae's largest loan servicers on pending policy and programs to
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integrate their feedback, ensure they understood the policy and technical requirements for effective
adoption, and facilitate quick resolution of policy and operational issues that emerged after launch of
the programs. Id. ¶ 29. Most notably, Herron alleges that in fulfilling her job duties as Product
Manager for these programs, she "had to make policy recommendations that were sometimes
inconsistent with practices and policies that were established by other Fannie Mae personnel." Id.
30. In light of these allegations, as a matter of law, Herron's Bivens claim fails because she has not
alleged a First Amendment free speech right that the individual Defendants could have violated.
Civil Consp&acy. In her claim for civil conspiracy, Herron alleges that the Defendants
conspired to wrongfully terminate her employment and to prohibit her employment elsewhere in
Fannie Mae or at Treasury. Id. T¶ 97, 98. This claim fails as a matter of law because civil conspiracy
is not a stand-alone cause of action, but only a means of establishing vicarious liability for an
independent tort. Thus, when Herron's wrongful discharge and tortious interference claims fail, as
we have shown herein, her conspiracy claim likewise fails.
Moreover, an employer and its employees are considered a single entity; therefore, Fannie
Mae and the individual Defendants are incapable of conspiring among themselves. Finally, Herron's
conspiracy claim, made "upon 'information and belief," id. T 97, fails to plead any facts from which it
could be plausibly concluded that each Defendant acted pursuant to an agreement to injure Herron.

Herron's Complaint is a scattershot of incendiary allegations against the Defendants. She
knows, however, that those allegations are false; indeed, her own writings evidence that. We
respectfully ask the Court to recognize the Complaint for what it is: factually implausible and legally
infirm. It should be dismissed.

8
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STANDARD OF REVIEW

"To survive a [Rule 12(b)(6)] motion to dismiss, a complaint must contain sufficient factual
matter, accepted as true, to `state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face."' Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 129
S. Ct. 1937, 1949 (2009) (quotingBeIIAtl. Corp. v. Twombly, 500 U.S. 544, 570 (2007)). "A claim has
facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw the
reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged." Id. (citing Tavombll , 550
U.S. at 556). This facial plausibility standard "asks for more than a sheer possibility that a defendant
has acted unlawfully." Id. "Where a complaint pleads facts that are merely consistent with a
defendant's liability, it stops short of the line between possibility and plausibility of entitlement to
relief." Id. (quoting Twvombll , 550 U.S. at 557) (internal quotation marks omitted).
"A court need not accept a plaintiff's legal conclusions or inferences drawn by the plaintiff if
those inferences are unsupported by facts alleged in the complaint." Johnson-Parks V. D.C. Cbartered
I-lealtb Plan, Civ. No. 09--1492 QWC), 2010 WL 2070252, at *2 (D.D.C. May 25, 2010). Thus, a
court need not accept as true the complaint's factual allegations "insofar as they contradict exhibits
to the complaint or matters subject to judicial notice." Braude dam' Margulies, P. C. a Fzrenaen'r Fund Ins.
Co., 468 F. Supp. 2d 190,195 (D.D.C. 2007). As well, "where some allegations in the complaint
contradict other allegations, the conflicting allegations become `naked assertions devoid of further
factual enhancement... [, which therefore] cannot be presumed true."' Acosta Orellana v. CropLf
ie
Intl, Civ. No. 08-1790 (RBW), 2010 WL 1931689, at *19 (D.D.C. May 13, 2010) (quotingNing Ye v.
Holder, 644 F. Supp. 2d 112,116 (D.D.C. 2009) (citing Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949)). In short, "where the
well-pleaded facts do not permit the court to infer more than the mere possibility of misconduct, the
complaint has alleged

but it has not 'shown'- `that the pleader is entitled to relief."' Iqbal, 129 S.

Ct. at 1950 (quoting Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a) (2)) (alteration marks omitted).
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In deciding a motion to dismiss, a court may consider documents referenced in the
complaint and central to a plaintiff' s claim, as well as matters that may be judicially noticed. johnsonParks, 2010 WL 2070252 at *3. Additionally, a court may take into account extraneous documents
which are not an exhibit or incorporated by reference but which the plaintiff relies upon in framing
the complaint's allegations and where the documents are integral to the complaint. See, e.g., Cortec
Indus, Inc. v. Sum Holding L.P., 949 F.2d 42, 47 (2d Cit. 1991); Hinton v. Corr. Corp. ofAm., 624 F.
Supp. 2d 45, 46-47 (D.D.C. 2009).
The movant on a 12(b)(6) motion may rely upon, and the court may review, documents of
which the plaintiff had knowledge or notice without converging the motion to one for summary
judgment. Comet, 949 F.2d at 49. "[W]hen the plaintiff fails to attach a pertinent document it has
been held that the defendant can attach that document to a motion fora judgment on the pleadings
without converting the motion to one for summary judgment." 5C Charles Alan Wright & Arthur
R. Miller, FEDEx1AL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE § 1371 (3d ed. 2004). That rule rests on the notion
that a plaintiff's reliance upon the document demonstrates its actual notice of the information
therein, and thus there is no surprise to the plaintiff. Cortec, 949 F.2d at 47-48.

III.
A.

ARGUMENT

Count I For Wrongful Discharge Should Be Dismissed

Herron, a former Fannie Mae employee, Compl. t 24, alleges that she returned to Fannie
Mae in June 2009 as a contractor pursuant to an "open-ended contract" with ICon Professional
Services ("ICon"), under which she was paid $200 per hour and ICon "withheld and paid all federal
and state income taxes, and employment taxes." Id. 126. Herron acknowledges that "she
underwent [an] administrative change from being an employee of Fannie Mae to a contractor, id
t 28, and, indeed, in her contract with ICon she expressly acknowledged that "I am not a Fannie
Mae employee .... I also acknowledge that I have no expectation of employment at Fannie Mae. I

10
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further acknowledge and agree that I am employed by Vendor and that I am only providing
temporary services on a Fannie Mae project as a contractor." Ex. A at 2. See also Ex. B (email from
Herron stating her understanding that her assignment was "short-term").
Presuming that the Court accepts, for purposes of this Motion to Dismiss, Herron's claim
that she was an employee and not a contractor in 2009 and 2010, eg., Compl. 189, it is indisputable
that her "open-ended contract" made any such "employment" at-will. See, e.g., Wiggins V. District
Cablevision, 853 F. Supp. 484, 492-93 (D.D.C. 1994); Frasier V. Univ. of the District of Columbia, 742 F.
Supp. 28,29 (D.D.C. 1990).
Under D.C. law, "`an employer may discharge an at-will employee at any time and for any
reason, or for no reason at all."' Ervin P. Howard Univ., 562 F. Supp. 2d 58, 72 (D.D.C. 2008) (quoting
Davis v. Gables Residential, 525 F. Supp. 2d 87, 102 (D.D.C. 2007)). See also Adams v. George W1. Cocbran
& Co., 597 A.2d 28, 30 (D.C. 1991). However, the "District of Columbia recognizes an intentional
tort for wrongful discharge based upon a `very narroul public policy exception to the employment-atwill doctrine." Ervin, 562 F. Supp. 2d at 72 (citation omitted; emphasis added). Herron's wrongful
discharge claim is pursuant to this very narrow public policy exception in that she expressly, albeit
conclusorily, contends that she "has [a] claim0 for wrongful termination in violation of public
policy[.]" Compl. 11.
Herron alleges that Fannie Mae wrongfully terminated her "solely because she opposed
Fannie Mae's contract violations, gross waste of public funds, and gross mismanagement, which
violated its legal duties to the United States government." Id. ^ 90. Her alleged "opposition"
consisted of "rais[ing] criticisms" and "report[ing] concerns" to senior Fannie Mae officials and to
Treasury. E.g., id. 1$ 1, 12.
As shown in the next section, the factual underpinnings of Herron's allegations to support
the purported violation of public policy are contradicted by the public record and are otherwise

11
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implausible. As this Court in Pearson v. District of Columbia has recognized: "Something stated as fact

does not make it fact." 644 F. Supp. 2d 23, 28 P.D.C. 2009) (citation omitted).
1.

Herron's Claire for Wrongful Discharge Should Be Dismissed
Under T'wombly and Igbal Because Her Allegations Serving As The
Predicate For The Alleged Violation of Public Policy Are Not Plausible

Fannie Mae engaged Herron as a consultant/contractor to assist it in its role as a financial
agent of Treasury in implementing the Homeownership Preservation Program ("HPP") and, more
specifically, the Home Affordable Modification Program C"HAMP"), a part of a broad home
preservation initiative established by Treasury pursuant to EESA known as the Making Horne
Affordable ("MHA") program. See generally Compl. 1125-26. Exhibit A to the FAA sets out the
services Fannie Mae was to provide to Treasury. Among other tasks, Fannie Mae was generally
hired to assist Treasury:
with foreclosure prevention and ... [to] help design and execute a program that
implements standardized, streamlined mortgage modifications for'all types of
[mortgage] servicers, regardless of the risk holder (e.g., bank, PLS [private label
mortgage-backed securities], ... etc.) and that lowers monthly payments for
qualified borrowers.

All services by Fannie Mae were to be provided "in accordance with the Program
Guidelines, contained in Exhibit C, as issued and updated from time to time by Treasury."$
Herron alleges she had policy disputes with Fannie Mae in connection with HAMP and
another program introduced by Treasury called the Second Lien Modification Program ("2MP"),
details of which (as set out in the Compl. ¶ 31) are found in Exhibit K.` In that regard, Herron

s

Exhibit C "Program Guidelines" in the attached FAA, and as found on the Internet copy of the FAA,
states that the Guidelines are "to be issued by the Treasury." Treasury subsequently issued the Program
Guidelines on March 4, 2009, a copy of which is attached at Exhibit j and is also publicly available at
http://w-,v-,v.ustreas.gov/press/releases/reports,`modification program guidelines.pdf. The Program
Guidelines state metrics for incentive payments to borrowers and servicers but not to Fannie Mae. See
also updated Program Guidelines at https://ww-w.hmpadmin.com/portal/programs/index.html. The
Program Guidelines in the referenced links contain specific guidance for servicers on implementing the
programs, none of which contains anything relating to Fannie Mae's compensation for serving as
Treasury's financial agent. https://w^,vNv.hml2admin.com/portal/programs/guidance.hrml.

r,

Publicly available at https://%vw-,v.hmpadmin.com/portal/does/newsZ2009/hampul2dateO81409.pdf.
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states that she had to "make policy recommendations that were sometimes inconsistent with
practices and policies that were established by other Fannie Mae personnel." Compl. ¶ 30. In fact,
as the Complaint and the public record show, Treasury, not Fannie Mae, established the policies to
which Herron refers. Moreover, as Herron knows from documents that she herself authored but
deliberately chose not to include in the Complaint, many of her alleged "disputes" with, and
"criticisms" of, Fannie Mae are fabricated.
a.

Herron's alleged resistance to verified trial modifications and
gross misuse of public funds to obtain incentive payments
(Compl. !M 43-51)

Herron accuses Fannie Mae of opposing having homeowners provide documentation to
seivicers (i.e., banks and other mortgage holders) up front to establish eligibility for modification of
their mortgage payments, a process called "verified trials." See Compl. 145. She alleges, merely
"upon information and belief," that Defendant Schuppenhauer, then Fannie Mae's Senior Vice
President of Credit Initiatives, "did not want verified trials, at least until 2010" in order to receive
under Exhibit B of the FAA, an "incentive payment for each of the trial modifications that was
processed before the end of the year [2009], regardless of whether those trial modifications were
ultimately converted to permanent modifications." Id. ¶ 47. She states, again only "upon
information and belief," that because of the monetary incentives that the FAA provided for
processing these trial modifications, "Schuppenhauer and other Fannie Mae officials decided to
push through the trial modifications before the end of the year, even though he knew that many of
these would never convert, leading to a gross waste of public funds." Id 149.
In fact, the public record establishes that Treasury, not Fannie Mae, made the decision before Herron became a contractor for Fannie Mae to allow "stated" trial modifications:
"[s]ervicers may use recent verbal financial information obtained from the borrower ... to assess the
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borrower's eligibility." See Ex. L at 5 (Treasury Suppl. Directive 09-01, Apr. 6, 2009).' In the same
Supplemental Directive, Treasury specifically stated that "[s]ervicers [were] not required to verify
financial information prior to the effective date of the trial period." Id. at 17.
Regardless of the type of trial modification (stated or verified), the public record establishes,
as discussed below, that Fannie Mae was not eligible to receive trial modification incentive
payments. Accordingly, there never was nor could there be, as Herron claims, a "gross waste of
public funds" due to incentive payments. Paragraph 3 of Exhibit B to the FAA, entitled "Budget,
Funding, and Compensation," is pertinent to Herron's allegations, e.g., Compl. 1147, 48, 51, and
discusses the potential for "incentive payments" from Treasury to Fannie Mae. In full, Paragraph 3
states:
A. The Financial Agent [i e., Fannie Mae] may receive performance incentive
payments, up to a maximum level of 20 percent of compensation to the Financial
Agent, based on the number of participating servicers, the number of completed
modifications, the re-default rate on modifications, and similar program success and
performance metrics detennined by the Treasury, consistent with the Program
Guidelines.
B. Such performance payments will be paid quarterly based on results from the
prior quarter. The Financial Agent must submit, and the Treasury must review and
approve, a service level report prior to receiving such incentive payment.

Thus, contrary to Herron's allegations regarding incentive payments and an alleged waste of
public funds, Fannie Mae had no assurance that it ever would receive any incentive payments
because the FAA provides that "[t]he Financial Agent may receive performance incentive payments."
The FAA set the potential for such payments based only on "completed" mortgage modifications,
not "trial" ones as Herron alleges, and Treasury would have had to take into account "the re-default
rate on [mortgage] modifications." Moreover, payments were tied to additional "program success
and performance metrics determined by the Treasury, consistent with the Program Guidelines." By
reviewing the Program Guidelines published by Treasury, see n. 5, supra, this Court can take judicial
7
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notice that Treasury has yet to set Oct alone set any in 2009) "metrics .. , consistent with the
Program Guidelines" to grant Fannie Mae incentive payments. See also Ex. D at 26 (indicating that
the Program Guidelines were not issued at time the FAA was entered into). (In fact, Fannie Mae
has never received incentive payments.)
Additionally, incentive payments were not to be made immediately but rather quarterly
"based on the results from the prior quarter" and only after Fannie Mae would submit reports that
Treasury would have to review. Thus, there would be no logical reason for any of the Defendants,
as Herron claims, to push for trial modifications "before the end of the year" in order to obtain
incentive payments. Even assuming such payments existed, they would not have come by year's
end, but only in the next quarter after the submission of reports by Fannie Mae and review and
approval by Treasury. Herron's alleged criticism during her engagement of "gross waste of public
funds" tied to (nonexistent) incentive payments is so implausible, it cannot be accepted as true by
this Court.
b.

Alleged obstruction by Fannie Mae in the development of a
web portal for borrowers and servicers (Compl. !n 52-60)

Herron accuses Fannie Mae of resisting Treasury's desire to create a `Borrower Portal"
which homeowners and servicers could use to electronically access and exchange documents.
Compl. ^ 52. Her allegation is implausible. At all times relevant to the Complaint, it was Treasury,
not Fannie Mae, that made the decision not to go forward with the Borrower Portal. The April 14,
2010 Congressional Report that she relies upon in the Complaint (at T 53), makes that clear in
stating that "Treasury has not yet released and is still considering whether it should release a web portal to
enhance borrower-servicer communication ...." Ex. M at 85 (emphasis added)." Likewise, Herron
admits that Fannie Mae issued a request for proposal on November 19, 2009, for the Borrower

s

The full version of the Report is publicly available at http ://col2.senate. gov/documents /cop-041410rreport.pdf.
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Portal, but that, on December 18, 2009, "Treasury decided to change course, cancel the RFP, and
pursue a project with [a] new vendor for use of its [already existing] portal as the Borrower Portal."
Compl. ¶ 54 (emphasis added).
Similarly, close scrutiny of the Complaint shows a significant omission in her pleading:
Herron never alleges that she opposed any purported resistance by Fannie Mae to the Borrower
Portal. In fact, her various emails discussed above in Section I, at page 4, demonstrate that Herron
herself resisted and vas * favor of terminating the Borrower Portal project.
C.

Fannie Mae's alleged refusal to inform loan servicers about
Treasury's decision to extend the December 31, 2009 deadline
for_servicers' enrollment in RAMP (ComPl. !N 40-Q

According to Herron, Defendant Schuppenhauer refused to inform servicers of the end of
year extension of the enrollment date in RAMP granted by Treasury. Herron wanted to inform the
seivicers so that they would not "lose confidence in Fannie Mae." Compl. 142. She alleges that
Schuppenhauer refused to do so because "he wanted as many servicers as possible to enroll by the
old deadline." Id. Herron asserts, "[i]n this way, Fannie Mae secured its financial incentives tied to
servicer enrollment targets set for December 31, 2009." Id. She then jumps to the conclusion: "It
is clear from this and other exchanges that Defendant Schuppenhauex had Fannie Mae's short-term
financial interest uppermost in mind, and not the interest of Treasury or the United States taxpayers,
as Fannie Mae's contract with Treasury required." Id.
Herron's dispute with Schuppenhauer (at best) is a dispute about a business judgment keeping the pressure on servicers and the momentum in having them enroll in RAMP, versus
informing them of an extension earlier so that they would have "confidence" in Fannie Mae, but
risking losing the momentum. Contrary to Herron's suggestion, there was no plausible financial
incentive for Fannie Mae to have servicers enroll early for the same reason that there was no
financial incentive for Fannie Mae to push through trial mortgage modifications.

16
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Fannie Mae's alleged failure to object sufficiently to a Treasury
proposal to restructure borrower incentives under 2MP

Com 1. 38-39
Herron alleges that in September 2009 Treasury asked Fannie Mae to consider having
borrowers apply any incentive payments they could receive under HAMP to their first mortgage
instead of their second mortgage. She further alleges that Schuppenhauer asked Herron to examine
how implementing that change would burden operations and that she "strenuously objected" to
Treasury's proposal because it would add an unwarranted and significant amount of operational
complexity, which she contemporaneously reported to both Fannie Mae and Treasury. Compl.

¶ 38-39.
Nevertheless, Herron alleges that Schuppenhauer "discounted the operational complexity [of
making the change as proposed by Treasury]" and "instructed Herron to inform Treasury ... [and
to] work with Treasury staff on the implementation details [of the change]." Id. 1139. Herron
further alleges that after "extensive discussions," Treasury agreed with Herron and did not require
the change. Id. These allegations cannot plausibly support a claim of ;mismanagement or a violation
of public policy. At worst, they show that Schuppenhauer asked Herron to examine the issue,
allowed her to provide her analysis to all concerned, but that he was zvzlling to campy with Treasury s
request to implement a particular change. That Herron's arguments may have persuaded Treasury to
ultimately not go forward with the change is meaningless for purposes of accusing Schuppenhauer
or Fannie Mae of any misdeed or violation of public policy.
e.

Alleged failure of Fannie Mae to streamline the documentation
process (Comp. IN 35-37)

The basis for this contention is that Defendant Brown, Herron's immediate supervisor,
allegedly did not try to resolve a problem raised one time at one meeting by servicers concerning the
use of uniform affidavits by borrowers to document hardship and qualify for consideration under
HAMP. Herron accuses Brown of "incorrectly insist[ing] that there was no problem" and
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"want[ing] to know which servicers had complained" and that, as a result, Herron was forced to
discuss the matter with Treasury and ask a Treasury official "to put pressure on ... Fannie Mae
managers to ensure that [they] were communicating appropriately with servicers." Compl. % 36-37.
Even assuming that Herron's allegations against Ms. Brown are true, a one-time event
cannot possibly rise to the level of mismanagement or "gross waste of public funds" in the absence
of any further allegations in the Complaint of a repetition of this type of an issue. This allegation
cannot plausibly support Herron's claims that Fannie Mae violated public policy or that she was
terminated in violation of public policy.
f.

Alleged failure by Fannie Mae to manage policy issues and
waiver requests (Compl. $$ 31-34)

Herron broadly accuses Fannie Mae, and more specifically Brown, of failing to manage
policy issues and servicers' HAMP-related waiver requests. According to Herron, these alleged
"inadequate processes ... prevented many borrower modification requests and trial modifications
from being finalized, and converted into permanent modifications toward the end of 2009." Compl.
134. She also alleges that "[t]his situation was one of the key factors that necessitated the intensive
and costly mortgage modification conversion campaign by Treasury and Fannie Mae ... to collect
and resolve outstanding policy issues so that final modifications could be made." Id.
The allegation of "inadequate processes" is conclusory on its face and cannot support
Herron's public policy claims. Even if true, it does not support a claim that Fannie Mae breached its
contractual "fiduciary duty of loyalty and fair dealing." Id.' 86. Inadequacies or inefficiencies, see id.
¶ 64, are not "disloyal" or "unfair" actions to support a wrongful discharge claim.

In sum, the foregoing demonstrates that there are no factual bases for application of a public
policy exception to save Herron's alleged termination as an at-will employee. Her wrongful
discharge claim must, therefore, be dismissed as it lacks the "facial plausibility" necessary under
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Tivombly and Igbal to permit reasonable inferences that the Defendants are, or could be, liable for the
misconduct alleged, or that Herron actually criticized Fannie Mae for real misdeeds.
2.

In Any Event, Herron's Wrongful Discharge Claim Must Be
Dismissed Because The Public Policy That She Claims Was Violated
Is Not Legally Cognizable Under D . C. Law„

Even if this Court accepts all of Herron's dubious allegations as true, it should still dismiss
her wrongful discharge claim because the public policy that she alleges was violated is not legally
cognizable.
The "very narrow" public policy exception splits into two categories. One consists of the
exception recognized in Adams v. George W1 Cochran & Co., 597 A.2d 2$, 34 P.C. 1991). The other
consists of those exceptions recognized under the formulation in judge Terry's concurring opinion
in Carl a Children's Ho pital, 702 A.2d 159,162-64 (D.C.1997). Herron has not stated a claim for
wrongful discharge in violation of public policy under either category.
a.

Herron has failed to state a claim under the Adams exception

The Adams exception only applies when there is an outright refusal by an employee to
violate a specific law, "with the employer putting the employee to the choice of breaking the law or
losing his )ob," Tbigben Y. Greenpeace, Inc., 657 A.2d 770, 771 P.C. 1995), and "when the sole reason
for the discharge is the employee's refusal to violate the law, as expressed in a statute or municipal
regulation," Adams, 597 A.2d at 34.
The Complaint does not allege nor reasonably imply that: (1) Fannie Mae asked Herron to
break the law; (2) she refused such request; or (3) she was terminated solely for such refusal. See
generally Compl. Accordingly, Herron's Complaint does not state a claim for wrongful discharge in
violation of public policy pursuant to the Adams exception.
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Herron has not stated a claim for wrongful termination in
violation of public policy under the Carl formulation

In Carl, the D. C. Court of Appeals held that Adams did not foreclose the possibility of
additional public policy exceptions being recognized if the circumstances warranted it. Carl, 702
A.2d at 160. The concurring opinion of judge Terry in Carl, which was joined by three other judges
and is considered Carts lead and controlling opinion,' holds that:
the recognition of any [additional] public policy exception[s] to the at-will doctrine
must be solidly bared on a statute or regulation that reflects the particular public policy
to be applied, or (if appropriate) on a constitutional provision concretely applicable
to the defendant's conduct .... To hold otherwise would reduce the at-will doctrine
to a virtual nullity, for it would leave this court (and the trial court as well) without
any standard by which to assess the so-called policy being urged upon us in a given
case.

Id. at 163 (emphasis added). Judge Terry, further elaborating on his holding, id. at 164, explained
that:
any judicially recognized public policy exception to the at-will doctrine [must be]
"carefully tethered" to rights oczally recogni,Zed in statutes or regulations by the elected
representatives of the people-the "public" whose policy we are talking about.
Future requests to recognize such exceptions, therefore, should be addressed only
on a case-by-case basis. This court should consider seriously only those arguments
that reflect a clearmandate ofpublicpolicy- i.e., those that make a clearshowing based on
some identifiablepolicy that has been "o&ally declared" in a statute or municipal
regulation, or in the Constitution, that a new exception is needed.

Id. at 164 (emphasis added).
Presumably, Herron relies on the FAA provisions referenced in the Complaint as the public
policy upon which she relies. These provisions state that Fannie Mae "owes a fiduciary duty of
loyalty and fair dealing to the United States when acting as a financial agent of the United States"
and that Fannie Mae "agrees to act at all times in the best interests of the United States under this
FAA and in all matters connected with this agency relationship." Compl. ¶ 86. She also seems to

See, eg., Mandsader v. Jacguith, 706 A.2d 39, 40 n.l P.C. 1998).
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rely on certain EESA provisions"' to contend that the public policy on which her claim rests is that a
contractor, like Fannie Mae, that contracts with Treasury to provide services to implement an EESA
program cannot perform services in a way that would result in the waste of public funds, the gross
mismanagement of the program or the breach of the FAA.
If these, in fact, are the public policies on which Herron's claim for wrongful discharge in
violation of public policy relies, she fails to state a claim for wrongful termination because the
sources that embody that policy, as suggested by the Complaint, are deficient.
First, the FAA provisions Herron cites are not, under Carl, a source capable of expressing a
public policy for an exception to the at-will doctrine. Under Carl, the subject public policy "must be
solidly based on a statute or regulation ... or (if appropriate) on a constitutional provision." 702
A.2d at 163. See also Chisholm P. District of Columbia, 666 F. Supp. 2d 96, 116-17 P.D.C. 2009)
(finding that public policy could not be based on statements in the D.C. Courts personnel policy
manual). The FAA is a contract. If public policy could be derived from or expressed by a contract
term, the "very narrow" exception would be lost as a whole host of public policies could be created
that would swallow the rule that permits at-will employees to be terminated for any or no reason.
Public policy can only be created through statutes or regulations crafted by elected representatives,
or government administrators answerable to elected representatives, not through privately
negotiated contracts.
10

The EESA provisions quoted by Herron in part (Comp. ^ 85), provide, in full, that:
"The purposes of this Act [EESA] are ... (2) to ensure that such authority and such
facilities [provided to the Secretary of the Treasury to restore liquidity and stability to the
U.S. financial system] are used in a manner that--... (B) preserves homeownership and
promotes jobs and econon-a c growth; (C) maximizes overall returns to the taxpayers of the
United States; and (D) provides public accountability for the exercise of such authority[,]"
Pub. L. 110-343 ^ 2, and
"In exercising the authorities granted in this Act, the Secretary shall take into consideration-(1) protecting the interests of taxpayers by maximizing overall returns and minimizing the
impact on the national debt; ... (3) the need to help families keep their homes and to
stabilize communities[,]" id. "S1 103(a).
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Second, neither the EESA provisions nor the FAA provisions (even assuming these could
express public policy) express a specific duty or a specific right that an employee of a contractor
providing services related to the EESA must inform her superiors or Treasury officials of the
contractor's waste of program funds, program mismanagement or breach of contract. Ervin V.
Howard University, 562 F. Supp. 2d 58, 73 (D.D.C. 2008), is squarely on point. There, the plaintiff,
the chair of a department at the Howard University Hospital, claimed she was wrongfully removed
as department chair in violation of public policy as a result of her complaints about health and safety
violations at the hospital. Id. The plaintiff cited, among other things, provisions £rozxa the D.C.
Code of Municipal Regulations providing that "a licensed physician shall not willfully or carelessly
disregard the health, welfare or safety of a patient" and that "a health professional shall not make or
cause to be made a false or misleading communication about the ... health professional's services."
Id. Pertinent to the instant discussion is that this Court (Collyer, J.), in finding the plaintiff could not
sustain her claim as a matter of law, reasoned that:
The D.C. Municipal Regulations do no better to support Plaintiff's claim because
they do not address "rights ocrally recognized,"such as the right to testify without
suffering harm. [The Plaintiff] has not established that her removal [ ] was, as a
matter of law, "wrongful discharge," and she has not identified any statute or regulation that
mandated she report her complaints.

Id. (emphasis added; granting motion for summary judgment; citing Wallace V. SkaddenArps, 715 A.2d
873, 884 (D.C. 1998), which dismissed a claim for wrongful discharge under the public policy
exception because the Rules of Professional Conduct cited by the plaintiff, an associate attorney, did
not expressly impose a duty on her to report her employer's alleged wrongful acts).
By contrast, in decisions recognizing a public policy exception under the Carl formulation,
the statutes or regulations alleged by the plaintiffs to embody the subject public policy in those cases
espoused a clear right or clear duty of the plaintiffs to speak out against their employer's conduct at
issue. In Carl, for instance, the statute relied upon by the plaintiff, D.C. Code Section 1-224,
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expressed a right of citizens to testify before the D.C. Council that was violated by the defendant's
termination of the plaintiff. See 702 A.2d at 161, 164-65. The plaintiff there had alleged that her
employer terminated her because she testified before the D.C. Council in a manner that was not
favorable to the employer, and she alleged, and the court agreed, that D.C. Code Section 1-224
embodied a clear policy of promoting and protecting every citizen's right to testify before the D.C.
Council. See id. at 165, n.2. That statute provided, in pertinent part, that "[w]hoever, corruptly or by
threat of force ... endeavors to influence, intimidate, or impede any witness in any proceeding
pending before the Council ... or whoever injures any party or witness in his person or property .. .
on account of his testifying or having testified to any matter there ... shall be fined or imprisoned."
See id. at 160, n.2."
Third, the purported public policies on which Herron relies are not judicially cognizable
because they are not reflected, much less "closely tethered" to, or "officially declared" in, the EESA
or FAA provisions cited in the Complaint. See Duncan a Children's Nat'l Med. Or., 702 A.2d 207,
210-11 (D.C. 1997) (affirming dismissal of claim for wrongful discharge in violation of public policy
where the statute referenced by the plaintiff, D.C. Code S 1-2505, did not establish the policy that
plaintiff claimed to have been violated by her termination). Rather than "identify" or "officially
declare" that public policy, the referenced EESA provisions describe the overarching put-poses of
EESA as a whole (Section 2) or list factors that the Secretary of the Treasury is to consider in
exercising the authority granted to it under EESA (Section 103). Those provisions, and in fact all of
the provisions of EESA, are completely silent with respect to the wasting of public funds by
government contractors, the mismanagement of EESA programs by contractors or the breach of a

1;

Similarly, the plaintiff in Fingerhut v. Children 's Nat'l Med. Or., 738 A. 2d 799, 807 P . C. 1999), was
obligated by statute to speak out . The plaintiff there, a special police officer, alleged that he was
discharged in violation of public policy for reporting a crime . The statutes that the plaintiff relied upon
there as embodying public policy required special police officers to, inter alia, report crimes committed
in their presence.
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contract to provide a federal agency with services related to EESA berg a violation of EESA or any
other law. In short, there is a disconnect, not a "close tethering' as required by Carl, between the
above-noted policy and the EESA provisions referenced by Herron. The FAA provisions (even if
they could be a source for public policy) similarly address only generalized standards of conduct
which cannot provide a basis for a public policy exception under Carl.

For purposes of this motion, because Herron was an at-will employee, Fannie Mae did not
need a reason to end her engagement. Herron's self-serving efforts to get Fannie Mae to permit her
to become embedded at Treasury, the resulting diversion of Fannie Mae resources caused by her
request and the risk that her request would implicate Fannie Mae in a conflict of interest certainly
justified Fannie Mae's action, however. "The narrow exceptions to the `employment at-will'
doctrine ... were not designed to prevent an employer from terminating an at-will employee in order
to eliminate unacceptable internal conflict and turmoil. It matters little, if at all, who was most at
fault. An employer is not required to tolerate an intolerable working environment." Wallace, 715
A.2d at 886.
B.

Count III For Tortious Intentional Interference With Prospective Business
Expectations Should Be Dismissed

To adequately plead a claim for tortious interference, Herron must, but does not,
satisfactorily plead the following elements: (1) the existence of a valid business relationship or
expectancy, (2) knowledge of the relationship or expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3)
intentional interference inducing or causing a breach of termination of the relationship or
expectancy and (4) resultant damage. E.g., Sheppard v. Dickstein Shapiro, 59 F. Supp. 2d 27, 33-34
(D.D.C. 1999).
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Herron Does Not Allege Any Valid Business Expectancies

Herron fails to identify a valid business expectancy to work either at Treasury or at Fannie
Mae. With regard to the former, she was conflicted out as she herself was told by Treasury and
acknowledged in an email dated December 15, 2009: "I have been in discussions in the last couple
of weeks regarding my joining [the Treasury] team as an employee- Unfortunately, it looks like I am
conflicted out because I have worked as a contractor for FNM in the past year." See Ex. C. Indeed,
Executive Order 13490 makes it clear that Herron was conflicted out from working as an employee
at Treasury on Fannie Mae matters. Under Executive Order 13490, all appointees 12 entering the
federal government must pledge the following: "I will not for a period of 2 years from the date of
my appointment participate in any particular matter involving specific parties that is directly and
substantially related to my former employer or former clients, including regulations and contracts."
Executive Order No. 13490, 74 F.R. 4673 Gan. 21, 2009), § 1, ^ 2. This policy barred Herron's
short-term expectancy to work at Treasury because the position involved Fannie Mae for whom (as
Herron claims in the Complaint and which the Court could accept at this stage) she was an
employee. If Herron wanted to work at Treasury, she should have applied directly there instead of
first working for Fannie Mae. It is her own fault that her work for Fannie Mae barred her from
joining Treasury.
As to any expectancy to work at Fannie Mae, she had admitted when she signed her contract
with 1Con that she had no expectancy to be employed by Fannie Mae. See Ex. A at 2. In any case, it
is black letter law that an at-will employee does not have a valid expectancy in continued
employment with her employer. See, eg., McManus v. iUCI Comms Corp., 748 A.2d 949, 957 (D.D.C.
2000) ("This court has never held that an employee can maintain a suit for interference with

12

The Order defines "Appointee " to include all "noncompetitive appointments to excepted service
positions graded GS - 15 and below and all other categories of non-career position appointments."
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prospective advantage where her expectancy was based on an at-will relationship and we do not do
so now."); Sheppard, 59 F. Supp. 2d 27 at 34. See also Otero-Burgos v. Inter Am. Univ., 558 F.3d 1, 7 (1st
Cir. 2009) ("employees categorized as `at will' [have] no legal interest in continuing job security")
(citation omitted). Moreover, even if, as she claims, she had discussions with Fannie Mae executives
for a job, e.g., Compl. ¶ 108, that "mere possibility" of having the expectancy fulfilled is not enough.
Washington Metro. Area TransitAuth. v. Quik Serve Foods, Inc., Nos. 04-838 (RCL) & 04-687 (RCL),
2006 WL 1147933, at * 6 (D.D.C. Apr. 28, 2006) (citing McManus, 748 A.2d at 957; Carr P. Brown, 395
A.2d 79, 84 (D.C. 1978)).
Likewise, the Court should also reject Herron's allegations that she had a valid expectancy to
work for Fannie Mae while being "embedded" at Treasury. Compl. ¶ 103. Seegenerally id. TT 61--72.
First, that expectancy turns on Fannie Mae continuing to engage her as a contractor. Because
Herron's status at Fannie Mae was at-will, she could not have a valid expectancy of Fannie Mae
doing that as a matter of law. See, eg., Sheppard, 59 F. Supp. 2d at 34. Second, she could not have a
valid expectancy of being embedded at Treasury. That would be doing indirectly what she was
prohibited from doing directly, namely becoming an employee of Treasury before sitting out the
two-year waiting period. Third, she could not have a valid expectancy of being embedded at
Treasury while still being paid by Fannie Mae because that would constitute a gift of Herron's
services by Fannie Mae to Treasury. That would violate the FAA, which prohibits Fannie Mae from
"giv[ing] ... directly or indirectly, any money, gratuity, or other thing of value to" Treasury. See
FAA, Exhibit F, No. 8, p. F-7.
Finally, Herron's alleged expectancy to be embedded at Treasury is also invalid in light of
applicable Treasury Conflicts of Interest regulations concerning TARP. See 31 C.F.R. part 31.
Among other things, those rules prohibit "organizational conflicts of interest," see id S 31.211,
defined as "a situation in which the retained entiq has an interest or relationship that could cause a
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reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts to question the retained entity's objectivity
or judgment to perform under the arrangement, or its ability to represent the Treasury, [such as] [a]
prior or current arrangement between the Treasury and the retained entity that may give the retained
entity an unfair competitive advantage in obtaining a new arrangement with Treasury." Id. §
31.201.13 While Herron may allege that these concerns were "false," Compl. T 68, their application is
a matter of law and appropriate for this Court's consideration and determination on a motion to
dismiss.
2.

Herron Fails To Allege That The Defendants Had Knowledge Of Any
Valid Business Expectancy

Herron must allege that each Defendant knew about the specific business advantage and
intentionally interfered with it. Bannum, Inc. Y. CiLiZens ForA Safe Wlard.Five, Inc., 383 F. Supp. 2d 32,
45 (D.D.C. 2005) (knowledge of business expectancy is necessary element to adequately pleading
tortious interference). Herron's allegations do not meet this burden , either with respect to Herron's
alleged expectancy to work at Treasury on non -Fannie Mae related matters, or at Fannie Mae on
non-Treasury matters.

As to Fannie Mae, Herron does not sufficiently allege it knew about any additional
opportunities besides Herron working for Treasury as an embedded Fannie Mae contractor.
Instead, Herron only pleads the following:
Herron "had started talking to Rich McGhee, a Senior Vice President of Fannie Mae,
and Patricia Fulcher, a Vice President, about working on various National Servicing
Organization technology projects for Fannie Mae." Compl. ¶ 108.
"Fannie Mae and the individual Defendants had full knowledge of this expectancy as
they gave explicit instructions to Herron's vendor that she could not be re-engaged

13

Herron's allegation that any such conflict "should have been resolved ... before Fannie Mae contracted
with Herron," Compl. ¶ 68, does not vitiate the existence of such a conflict, nor does it fully
comprehend the difference between being a contractor who communicates with Treasury and a
contractor who is "embedded" at and taking direction from Treasury, as Herron alleges her potential
position entailed.
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by Fannie Mae, but gave the vendor no reason , which demonstrated their knowledge
that other Fannie Mae managers wanted to hire Herron on non-Treasury-related
projects." M. 1109,
These allegations, even if true, fall short of alleging that McGhee and Fulcher, in their
official capacities, actually offered to engage Herron or that Fannie Mae had imputed knowledge of
their preliminary discussions. In any event, nothing alleged could have given rise to an expectancy
to continue to provide services to Fannie Mae. Washington Metro., 2006 WL 1147933 at *6 (holding
that merely being in discussion with party about business transaction did not make future business
relationship probable). Certainly as to the individual Defendants, there is no allegation whatsoever
that any of them were privy to these preliminary conversations with McGhee and Fulcher or that
they otherwise knew of any opportunity for Herron to provide services to Fannie Mae on nonTreasury projects.
Assuming that the Defendants did instruct ICon that it could not assign Herron to work on
any Fannie Mae projects in the future as Herron alleges, Compl. 1109, the inference that Herron
asks the Court to draw from that fact, i.e., that the Defendants somehow knew that others in Fannie
Mae had preliminary communications with Herron about engaging her services on their nonTreasury related initiatives, id., is equally consistent with the Defendants simply not wanting Herron
to work at Fannie Mae in the future regardless of knowing if she had any pending opportunities to
work there. 14 See Twombll , 550 U.S. at 557 (finding that a complaint needs allegations "plausibly
suggesting (not merely consistent with) [conduct meeting the element of a claim]" under the federal

14

As discussed elsewhere, Herron's summary of why she was dismissed, allegedly to prevent her from
speaking out against Fannie Mae's misdeeds, Compl. ^ 76, is implausible. As demonstrated herein, she
has not pled any such reasonable misbehavior by Fannie Mae. Further, her conclusion that she was
"blackballed" made "upon information and belief," "to send a signal to other Fannie Mae employees not
to get too close to Treasury, or to provide Treasury with an independent source of unbiased advice and
inforfnation," id., is devoid of any factual support and should be rejected even at this early stage under
Twomb# and Igbal.
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rules of civil procedure). In other words, the fact that Herron pleads the instruction does not
support the allegation of knowledge.
Finally, as to Herron working at Treasury on non-Fannie Mae matters, it is noteworthy that
Herron does not identify any such specific opportunities, let alone that any of the Defendants had
any knowledge of such an expectation.75 The mere fact that Schuppenhauer might earlier have
agreed to introduce her to Treasury officials, Compl.

27, does not mean that he could have had

knowledge of any specific expectations that Herron might have harbored but never revealed.
3.

Herron Fails to Properly Allege That Any of The Defendants Could Or
Did Intentionally Interfere With A Prospective Business Expectancy_

Fannie Mae could not, as a matter of law, interfere with Herron's alleged expectancy to work
at Treasury as an embedded Fannie Mae employee or at Fannie Mae on non-Treasury related
projects. A party to the relationship cannot be liable for tortiously interfering with that relationship,
i.e., only a third-party to the alleged prospective contractual relationship can be so liable. See Press v.
Harvard Univ., 540 A.2d 733, 736 (D.C. 1988). The individual Defendants, because they were either
officers of Fannie Mae (Schuppenhauer and Jardini) or Herron's supervisor at Fannie Mae (Brown),
also cannot be liable for interfering with those expectancies, unless each "acted with actual malice or
for his own benefit, rather than for [Fannie Mae's] interest." Nickens P. LaborAgency of Metro.

Washington, 600 A.2d 813, 820 (D.C. 1991). See Sorrells P. Ga7fznkel's, 565 A.2d 285, 292, n.7 P.C.
1989).
And, in general, to state a claim for tortious interference with prospective contractual
relations a plaintiff must allege that each defendant interfered with the alleged expectancy
intentionally. That requires "more than a general intent or knowledge that the [aUeged] conduct will

]5

In any case, any such opportunities do not qualify because they are only a remote possibility . Cf. Carr,
395 A .2d 79 at 84 (holding that chance of plaintiff securing business opportunity was too remote to
form the basis of a tortious interference claim because government approval process was far from
automatic).
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interfere ... and [the plaintiff must] demonstrate a strong intent to disrupt business expectancy
through egregious conduct." See, e,g., ilasbington Metro., 2006 WL 1147933 at *6 (citing Bannarm, 383
F. Supp. 2d at 45) (considering libel, slander, physical coercion, fraud, misrepresentation, and
disparagement as examples of conduct demonstrating strong intent to interfere)). Furthermore, the
plaintiff must allege that each defendant's actions were not motivated by a legitimate purpose (i.e., in
furtherance of Fannie Mae' interests). See Sullivan v. Heritage Found, 399 A.2d 856, 861 (D.C. 1979)
(interference claim failed because plaintiff failed to show defendant was motivated by malice or by
an intent to harm plaintiff and acted without a legitimate business purpose).
Here, Herron fails to allege that the Defendants acted with any purpose other than to further
Fannie Mae's business interests. Herron fails to allege that any individual Defendant acted with
personal ill will or malice towards her, or even what a possible basis could be for such an agenda.
As to Brown, Herron's direct supervisor, Herron alleges the following:
Defendant Brown demanded a longer transition period than Treasury wanted and
refused to act on resolving logistical issues, and on January 8, 2010, she raised
alleged concerns about the time Herron was spending on Treasury-directed work as
opposed to Fannie Mae directed work, even though Herron told her that allwork
was Fannie Mae directed until the transition was approved.

Compl.11 106. These allegations, even if true, do not constitute tortious interference because there is
no supported allegation of malice and Brown was furthering the interests of Fannie Mae by insisting
that Herron continue working at Fannie Mae's direction until the transfer to Treasury was
finalized."
Herron's allegations against Schuppenhauer also fail to satisfy the requisite standard that he
acted with malice and without a legitimate business purpose. See Sullivan, 399 A.2d at 861. In

16

Even if Brown's conduct met this element, Herron does not allege how that conduct caused Herron to
lose her alleged opportunity- to work at Treasury. There is no allegation or basis to conclude that
Treasury did not hire Herron due to Brown's request for a longer transition. For instance, Herron does
not allege that Treasury had imposed any "deadline" for her to transition there - else forego the alleged
opportunity.
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Sullivan, the court dismissed an intentional tort claim based on alleged interference with plaintiff's
economic relations, past and prospective. Id. There, the plaintiff was an attorney at a company who
sued the company's president for failing to pay a court reporter fee. Id. The plaintiff specifically
alleged that the president's actions were committed with the malicious intent to harm his reputation
as an attorney and that his reputation was damaged after receiving a judgment against him for the
amount of the invoice. Id. The record included correspondence that established that the president
had sought an explanation for the expenditure but that the plaintiff never responded. Id. The court
held that plaintiff failed to demonstrate that the president's actions were "motivated by malice, or by
an intent to harm plaintiff" and even if they were motivated by some in will, "defendant had a
legitimate business purpose in seeking an explanation for the expenditure." Id.
Here, notwithstanding her conclusory allegations to the contrary, Compl. ^ 113, Herron fails
to allege specific facts that suggest Schuppenhauer acted with a malicious intent to harm her.
Herron alleges that Schuppenhauer "met in person with Ms. Gertz [of Treasury] and told her that
the arrangement to have Herron work at Treasury would be a `gift of services' to Treasury, and that
Fannie Mae `could not get comfortable with that arrangement."' Id. ^ 106. This allegation is a clear
example of privileged conduct taken for the benefit of Fannie Mae's interests, i.e., protecting itself
against a charge of conflict of interest or unethical conduct.
As for the remaining individual defendant, Nancy Jardini, Herron makes no specific charges
against her regarding improper behavior. Rather, Herron merely describes the actions Jardini, a
compliance officer for Fannie Mae, took in doing her job to ascertain whether Herron going to
Treasury would be a conflict of interest. Seegenerally id. TJ 7, 66-68.
In the end, Herron bunches all the Defendants together in her conclusory statement that
they all acted "intentionally, maliciously, and with unlawful purpose to cause [Herron] damage ...
[and] without right or justifiable cause," and for "improper and illegal purposes ... which violated
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Fannie Mae's legal duties to the United States government." Id. ¶ 113. This is the type of
"formulaic" pleading that simply does not hold muster under Twombly and Igbal. See Twombly, 550
U.S. at 555; Igbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949."
C.

Count IV, HerroWs First Amendment Bivens Action, Should Be Dismissed

A Bivens claim is a cause of action for damages against federal officers for violating certain
Constitutional rights of a person while the defendants were acting under color of federal law. E.g.,
Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). Herron's Bivens claim alleges that the
individual Defendants were federal officials and violated her right, in her alleged role as a federal
employee, guaranteed by the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment to make "protests" and
"reports" about Fannie Mae's alleged mismanagement, waste of funds and breach of the FAA to
Treasury by retaliating against her for making such disclosures. Herron's Bivens claim rests on the
premise that she was "an employee of a federal employer- [i.e., of Fannie Mae]" and that the
individual Defendants were federal government officers. Compl. ¶^ 117, 123. For reasons stated
below, the Court should dismiss Herron's Bivens claim.
1.

Herron Has Failed To State A Bivens Claim Because She Has Failed
To Allege She Had A Cognizable Constitutional Free Speech Right

Even assuming that the individual Defendants were federal actors for Constitutional
purposes, which is not the case as explained in subpart 2, infra, Herron's Bivens claim fails because
she does not state a violation of a right to free speech protected by the First Amendment. In the
government employment context, an employee's right to free speech is more restricted than a
private citizen's because "the government has legitimate interests in regulating its employees' speech,
and its employees `by necessity must accept certain dunitations on [their] freedom."' Pearson P. District

17

As noted above, Herron's conclusion that she was "blackballed" made on "information and belief," "to
send a signal to other Fannie Mae employees not to get too close to Treasury, or to provide Treasury
with an independent source of unbiased advice and information," Compl. ¶ 76, is devoid of any factual
support and should be rejected under Tuvombly, andlgbal.
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of Columbia, 644 F. Supp. 2d 23, 37 (D.D.C. 2009) (quoting Garcetti V. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410, 418
(2006)). A government employee must satisfy a four prong test to state a claim that her employer
violated her right to free speech under the First Amendment. Id. (citing Pickering v. Bd of Educ., 391
U.S. 563, 568 (1968); Garcetti, 547 U.S. at 418). The first two prongs of that test are questions of law
for the Court to decide, and those prongs require that (1) the plaintiff's speech was made as a private
citizen on a matter of public concern and (2) the plaintiffs interest in expressing her view on that
matter is outweighed by the injury that speech could cause to the employer's operations. Id.18
Failure to satisfy either prong is sufficient to dismiss a claim for a violation of the Free Speech
Clause, id. at 37-38, and the Complaint fails to satisfy both prongs.
A government employee does not speak "as a private citizen on matters of public concern"
if her speech in question directly relates to her job duties for her government employer, even though
the speech might address a matter that concerns the public. Pearson, 644 F. Supp. 2d at 38--39. In
that case, the plaintiff speaks as a government employee, pursuant to obligations to her employer,
and not as a private citizen pursuant to a right to speak that is protected by the First Amendment.
Id. If the employee's speech directly relates to her job duties, she cannot claim Constitutional
protection if her employer takes action against her because of that speech. See id."
Herron's own allegations manifest that her speech in question was not protected under the
First Amendment because that alleged speech was directly related to her job duties. With respect to
her duties, she alleges that:

18

The remaining prongs of the test require that (3) the plaintiff's speech was a substantial or motivating
factor in prompting the retaliatory or punitive act and (4) the plaintiff rebut the employer's showing, if
made, that it would have made the same decision even absent the protected speech. Pearson, 644 F.
Supp. 2d at 37.

19

See also binder v. Erste, 566 F.3d 209, 214-16 P.C. Cir. 2009) (affirming dismissal of First Amendment
free speech claim because speech at issue was related to the plaintiff's job duties); Thompson v. District of
Columbia, 530 Fad 914, 916-18 P.C. Cir. 2008) (same); Amos P. District of Columbia, 589 F_ Supp. 2d 48,
54-56 P.D.C. 2008) (Collyer, J.) (dismissing First Amendment Free Speech claim because subject
speech was related to the plaintiffs job duties).
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[she was] the Fannie Mae Product Manager for the Second Lien Modification
Program, the Federal Housing Administration Home Affordable Modification
Program (`FHA-HAMPD, and the Borrower Portal initiative. She worked direetly
with senior sta ff at Treasury, the Federal Housing Administration (`FHA'), the
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA^ and other federal agencies, on policy
development and implementation and design for each initiative.

Compl. ¶ 29 (emphasis added). Herron alleges that she had "a pivotal role in the Making Home
Affordable Program" as the Fannie Mae Product Manager for the aforementioned initiatives. Id.
(emphasis added). Most significantly, Herron alleges:
/i/n fuolling her duties as Product Manager for these programs, [she] had to make policy
recommendations that were sometimes inconsistent with practices and polices that were established
by other Fannie Mae personnel.

Id. 130 (emphasis added). The vast remainder of the Complaint describes those policy
recommendations that contravened what others in Fannie Mae were allegedly doing or wanted to
do. See, e.g., Compl. ^T 31-60.
Herron alleges that her work on the mortgage modification programs for which she was
product Manager included obtaining the thoughts of mortgage servicers on the trial modifications,
including whether borrowers should provide documentation before a trial modification; conveying
their thoughts to Treasury and Fannie Mae managers; and otherwise communicating with Treasury
about documentation issues pertaining to mortgage modifications. See id. J¶ 45-49. Her work on
the Borrower Portal initiative included engaging the project manager for that initiative; drafting the
RFP for the initiative; and collaborating with Treasury on the RFP. See id. T 53. She also met with at
least one vendor about potentially providing a portal service, and conferred with Treasury about the
vendor. See id. ^ 54. She alleges that, at Treasury's request, she also prepared a presentation to give
to Treasury framing the key policy issues surrounding the implementation of the Borrower Portal.
See id.

55. She alleges that she also coordinated with Treasury a briefing for their approval of the

commitment of funds for the Portal. See id In addition, she alleges to have worked with various
Fannie Mae teams on moving the Borrower Portal forward. See id. T 56.
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The only plausible conclusion based on the foregoing is that Herron's speech in question
was directly related to her duties as a Fannie Mae Product Manager for the aforementioned
initiatives 2D Herron alleges that she protested or reported that Fannie Mae did not want full
documentation from a borrower before approval of a trial modification and that Fannie Mae wanted
to push through large numbers of trial modifications regardless of whether those would convert to
permanent modifications or the borrowers were eligible. See id 1145-50, 119. Those modification
issues directly related to one or both of the two mortgage modification programs for which she was
the Product Manager. Likewise, Herron's reports and protests that Fannie Mae allegedly obstructed
the development of the Borrower Portal directly related to the Borrower Portal initiative, another
one of her duties. See id. ^T 52-57, 119.21
Herron's allegations about her job duties and the work at Fannie Mae described above also
render her conclusory allegation that her disclosures to Treasury "were outside the scope of her job
duties at Fannie Mae" implausible. See id. 11120. Furthermore, that conclusory allegation is belied by
her own allegations that she discussed the subject matter of her alleged disclosures with not only
Treasury personnel, but also Fannie Mae superiors, thereby further indicating that reporting on such
matters was directly related to her job duties at Fannie Mae. See, eg., id. T¶ 12, 49, 56. Thus, the
Court can and should reject the sole allegation that her subject disclosures to Treasury were outside
the scope of her duties because "`[sjomething stated as fact does not make it fact."' See Pearson, 644

20

Herron's disclosures were still directly related to her job duties at Fannie Mae for First Amendment
purposes, notwithstanding her allegation that she alleges making them to Treasury. If the speech is
directly related to the subject matter of the employee's duties, it does not matter if the plaintiff made
such speech outside her chain of cominand. See Pearson, 644 F. Supp. 2d at 41 (citing Garcetti, 547 U.S. at
421-22). See also Tbompson v. Dist. of Columbia, 530 F.3d 914, 918 P.C. Cir. 2008).

21

Herron also cursorily alleges that she protested or reported to Treasury that Fannie Mae had "withheld
information from Treasury in order to influence Treasury's decision as to its future plans for Fannie
Mae[.]" Compl. ¶ 119. There are no other allegations in the Complaint on any "Withholding of
information from Treasury," and, thus, this is a "`naked assertion' devoid of `further factual
enhancement,"' that Igbal and Tavomby condemn. Iybal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949 (guoZing Tivomby, 550 U.S. at
557).
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F. Supp. 2d at 28. See also Greene P. Dalton, 164 F.3d 671, 675 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (stating that courts do
not have to consider wholly conclusory statements for which no supporting evidence is offered).
The Complaint also fails to state a First Amendment violation because it does not sadsfactorily allege that Herron's "interest, `as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public concern,'
outweighs the employer's interest, `as an employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public services
it performs through its employees."' Pearson, 644 F. Supp. 2d at 42 (quoting Pickering, 391 U.S. at
568). Here, "[g]overnment employers have a `strong ... interest' in avoiding "interference with work,
personnel relationships, or the speaker's job performance [which can] detract from the public
employer's function' that may outweigh the speaker's desire to express himself." Pearson, 644 F.
Supp. 2d at 42 (quoting Nankin u. McPherson, 483 U.S. 378, 388 (1987) (alteration in ori ginal)).
Under this factor, Heron's superiors could have discharged her without violating her rights
under the First Amendment because her disclosures reflected disagreement with them on practice
and policy regarding Fannie Mae's performance of work under the FAA. "An employee may be
dismissed who `express[es] views on matters within the core of his responsibilities that reflect[ ] a
policy disagreement with his superiors such that they could not expect him to carry out their policy
choices vigorously."' Pearson, 644 F. Supp. 2d at 43 (quoting Hall P. Ford, 856 F.2d 255, 265 (D.C. Cir.
(1988)). Employers may "accomplish their organizational objective through key deputies who are
loyal, cooperative, willing to carry out their superiors' policies, and perceived by the public as sharing
their superiors' aims." Id. (quoting Fall, 856 F.2d at 263 (upholding dismissal of athletic director after
he repeatedly and publicly disagreed with superiors regarding proper response to violations of
university rules)). Fannie Mae's interest in dismissing Herron outweighed any right to free speech
that Herron may have because her disclosures would have "discredited [Fannie Mae] by [being
heard] ... in public." Id. (quotingAFGE v. Loy, 332 F. Supp. 2d 218,222-29 (D.D.C. 2004)).
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Under this same factor, Herron's performance of confidential and policymaking functions
and her service in a public contact role72 increases the danger that the employee's speech will hinder
the successful functioning of the employer, and thus weighs against a conclusion that Herron's
alleged reports and protests were protected speech under the First Amendment. See Rankin n
McPherson, 483 U.S. 378,390 (1987).
2.

The Bivens Claim Also Fails Because Fannie Mae Was Not A Federal
Employer And The Individual Defendants Were Not Government
Actors

Herron also fails to state a Bivens claim because the individual Defendants were not federal
government actors for Constitutional purposes

and thus the necessary element of federal action is

absent. Herron indicates that the individual Defendants were such actors because they were Fannie
Mae employees and Fannie Mae was a federal actor. See Compl. T¶ 6-8,123. This allegation fails
because Fannie Mae cannot plausibly be found to have been a federal actor. See Zhar V. Fed. Hour
Fin. Bd., 389 F. Supp. 2d 1253, 1281 P. Kan. 2005) (rejecting similar derivative claim since
employer was not a federal actor).
a.

Fannie Mae is not an entity of the federal government

Fannie Mae is not a government actor for Constitutional purposes, notwithstanding
Herron's allegation that Fannie Mae is "a government entity" because Fannie Mae "is now in
conservatorship under the direct control and supervision of the federal government, which owns
eighty percent of its stock." Compl. ^ 115.

zz

She expressly alleges that her duties required her to make and implement policy. She had significant
public contact given her interfacing with mortgage servicers. Much of her work was confidential. See
Ex. N (Herron Non-Disclosure Agreement).
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A corporation which the government creates, like Fannie Mae,23 is a government entity for
Constitutional purposes only if the government: (a) created it for the purpose of furthering a governmental objective, and (b)"retains for itselfpermanent authority to appoint a majority of the directors
of that corporation." See Am. Bankers Mortgage Corp. v. Feel. Home Loan Mortgage Corp., 75 F.3d 1401,
1406 (9th Cit. 1996) (quoting Lebron P. Nat'l K K Passenger Corp., 513 U.S. 374, 400 (1995) (emphasis
added)); Abu Jamal v. Nat'l Pub. Radio, CN. A. 96-0594,1997 WL 527349, at *3-4 (D.D.C. Apr. 21,
1997) (finding that NPR was not a government entity for First Amendment purposes as a matter of
law because government did not have authority to appoint board of directors). See also Fall v. Am.
Nat'l Red Crass, 86 F.3d 919, 921 (9thCir. 1996); Zhu, 389 F. Supp. 2d at 1281; LiheryMortgage
Banking Assoc. v. Fed. Home Loan Mortgage Corp., 822 F. Supp. 956,959 (E.D.N.Y. 1993). Even
assuming arguendo the first element is met, the latter is not.
The President had the authority to appoint a small minority of Fannie Mae's directors up
until July 29, 2008, and on July 30, 2008, legislation was enacted dispensing with the Presidential
appointments altogether and providing that all of Fannie Mae's directors would be elected by the
holders of its common stock. See Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008, 122 Stat. 2654,
Pub. L. 110-289, S 1162 Quly 30, 2008), codified at 12 U.S.C. § 1723. Because the government did not
have the requisite permanent authority to appoint a majority of its board of directors, Fannie Mae
was not a governmental entity.
Fannie Mae went into conservatorship on September 6, 2008. While Fannie Mae's
conservator, the Federal Housing Finance Agency ("FHFA"), immediately succeeded to "all rights,

23

Congress created Fannie Mae and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp. ("Freddie Mac") to be
privatelyowned companies to participate in the secondary mortgage market. They are governmentsponsored enterprises ("GSEs"). "In general, GSEs are financial institutions established and chartered
by the federal government, as privately owned entities, to facilitate the flow of funds to selected credit
markets, such as residential mortgages and agriculture." Congressional Budget Office, Federal Subsidies
and The Housing GSEs at 1 n.l (2001), publicly available at

htip://wunv.cbo.gov/ft 2docs/28xx/doc2841 /GSEs.pdE.
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titles, powers, and privileges of ... any stockholder, officer, or director" of Fannie Mae and had the
authority to operate the regulated entity, 12 U.S.C. § 4617(b)(2), Fannie Mae has not become a
government entity as a result of going into conservatorship. That is because none of the
conservator's powers over Fannie Mae is permanent. Nothing in the statute giving the conservator
its powers makes those permanent. See id. § 4617(b). Indeed, the FHFA has stated that the
conservatorship is not intended to be permanent.24 As Fannie Mae's regulator and conservator, the
FHFA's interpretations are entitled to deference. Eg., Cheuron, U.S.A., Inc. V. Natural Res. Def.
Council, 467 U.S. 837, 844 (1984).2
b.

Nor are the individual Defendants federal actors on grounds
that their alleged wrongful actions against Herron were
attributable to the government

An otherwise private defendant can be a government actor for Constitutional purposes if the
government, in this case Treasury and/or the FHFA, is significantly involved in the defendant's
alleged wrongful act toward the plaintiff such that it can be said that the act is attributable to the
government. E.g., Bates P. Nw. Human Sems., 583 F. Supp. 2d 138, 144 (D.D.C. 2008). There is no
clear test for making such determination, but the Supreme Court has "regularly found that private
action is fairly attributable to the [government] only when one of the following has occurred: when
a private actor is subjected to the `coercive power' of the [government] ... ; `when it is controlled by
an agency of the [government];' when a private actor `is entwined with governmental policies or

24

See FHFA, Questions And Answers On Conservatorship, Sept. 7, 2008, publicly available at
http://^,vww.treas.gov/press/releases/reports/fhfa consrv fact 090708hp1128.12df ("Q. When will the
conservatorship period end? A: " ... At present, there is no exact time frame that can be given as to
when this conservatorship may end.").

2s

Herron's contention that Fannie Mae is a federal entity because the government owns 80% of its stock is
off-base. Compl. T 115. Stock ownership is irrelevant because it only gives temporary control of a
company as stock can be alienated. See Lebron, 513 U.S. at 398. Herron is also wrong because Treasury
owns some $1 billion of senior preferred Fannie Mae stock, which is non-voting, and has avatrants
allowing it to acquire 79.9% of Fannie Mae's common stock. See Factsheet: Treasury preferred stock
purchase agreement, publicly available at
hctp://ww\v.treas.gov/press/releases/reports/pspa factsheet 090708%20hp1128.pdf.
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when government is entwined in its management or control;' or when a private actor `has been delegated a public function by the [government]."' Id (quoting Brentwood Acad. v. Tenn. Sec. Sch. Athl.
Assn, 531 U.S. 288, 295 (2001)).
Regardless of these factors, there must be a close nexus between the government and the
particular challenged action such that the action can be said to be attributable to the government; it
is not enough for the defendant to be a government actor in some general capacity. See, e.g., id. at
144. Here, the alleged wrongful acts bear no relation to the only activities in which Treasury or the
FHFA are conceivably involved, namely, Fannie Mae's secondary mortgage market activities and its
attempts to prevent foreclosures (pursuant to the FAA).
Nor does the Complaint satisfy any of the above factors. There are no allegations that the
government has "`exercised coercive power or has provided such significant encouragement, either
overt or covert, that the choice in law [to take the alleged wrongful acts against Herron] must be
that' of the government." Abu jamal, 1997 WL 527349 at *6 (quoting Blum a Yaretsky, 457 U. S. 993 ,
1004 (1981)). Indeed, it is implausible that Treasury would have coerced the Defendants to
terminate Herron or interfere with her opportunities to join Treasury because, according to her,
Treasury wanted her to work for it either as a direct hire or as an embedded Fannie Mae employee.
Compl. IT 62-63.
Furthermore, Fannie Mae did not perform a public function because any of its ostensibly
public functions were not "`traditionally the exclusive prerogative' of the Federal Government." E.g.,
Am. Bankers Mortgage Corp., 75 F.3d at 1410 (quoting Kendell Baker P. Kohn, 457 U.S. 830, 842 (1982)
and Jackson P. Metro. Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345, 353 (1974) (emphasis added)). That is to say, Fannie
Mae did not perform a function that "is related to sovereignty and does not depend entirely on
public importance nor amount of government regulation" and "that is usually reserved for the state
eminent domain, elections, parks and the like." Roberts P. Cameron-Brown Co., 556 F.2d 356, 358 (5th
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Cir. 1977) (holding that Fannie Mae was not a federal actor for purposes of a federal claim). See also
Northrip v. Fed. Nat'l Mortgage Assn, 527 F.2d 23, 30 (6th Cir. 1975) (holding that Fannie Mae was not
a state actor on a Constitutional claim); Am. Bankers Mortgage Corp., 75 F.3d at 1410 (stating that
Freddie Mac 's activities "hardly qualify as powers `traditionally associated with sovereignty, such as
eminent domain"') (quoting Jackson, 419 U.S. at 353)).
Fannie Mae (or the individual Defendants) did not take the alleged wrongful actions against
Herron in retaliation for her speech in conjunction with the government. See, e.g., Lugar v. Edmonson
Oil Co., 457 U . S. 922, 941 (1982) (articulating joint action test). The Defendants' performance of a
contract for Treasury does not transform their acts into joint government action.

Rendell-Baker P.

Kohn, 475 U.S. 830, 840-41 (1982). Similarly, the FHFA's conservatorship over Fannie Mae does not
transform its acts into the joint acts of the government. See San Francisco Arts 'Athletics a United
States Olympic Comm., 483 U.S. 522, 544 (1987); Am. Bankers Mortgage Corp., 75 F.3d at 1410 (holding
that Freddie Mac was not a joint actor with the government despite being regulated by government);
Roberts, 556 F.2d at 359 (same as to Fannie Mae). That is particularly the case where the challenged
action is a personnel action and the government's regulations do not significantly touch on
personnel matters. See Rendell Baker, 475 U.S. at 841-42. While Congress intended that Fannie Mae
would be regulated, it was not the intent that such regulation reach personnel matters. 16 The FHFA,
as conservator, does not exercise day--to-day control over Fannie Mae's operations,z' including
personnel decisions regarding non-executives . See Fannie Mae 10-K (Feb. 26, 2010) at Item 10 Corporate Governance, available at www.sec_ Qo_v.

26

See H.R. Rep. No. 90-1585 (1968), as reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2873, 2946 ("It is the intent of the
coanrnittee that the regulatory powers of the Secretary will not extend to FNMA's internal affairs, such as
personnel ....")

27

See FHFA, Questions And Answers On Conservatorship, Sept. 7, 2008 ("Q: How will the Company run
during the conservatorship ? A: The Company will continue to run as usual during the conservatorship.
The Conservator will delegate authorities to the Company' s management to move forward with the
business operations.").
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Fannie Mae 's private character has not been "overborne by the pervasive entwinement of
public institutions and public officials in its composition and workings ...." Brentwood Arad, 531
U.S. at 289. Fannie Mae's employees are not federal government employees ; they are not paid by
the government; and they are not eligible to participate in the federal retirement systems (save for
any employee of Fannie Mae who was hired before 1972 ). See 12 U.S.C. ^ 1723a (d)(2). While the
government might regulate Fannie Mae , it does not delegate regulatory power to Fannie Mae.
Compare Brentwood, 531 U.S. at 292 ( finding that state was pervasively entwined in athletic association
because State Board of Education acknowledged the association as the body that set regulations for
interscholastic competition among public schools).
The invalidity of Herron' s conspiracy allegations , Compl. T^ 123- 30, merits little discussion.
Among other reasons, there are no valid allegations that government actors were involved in the
conspiracy. See, e.g., Nader v. McAuliffe, 593 F. Supp. 2d 95, 103 (D.D.C. 2009) (rejecting claim of
conspiracy to violate constitutional right because no allegations that government actors were part of
the conspiracy). Herron alleges that the conspiracy consisted of the individual Defendants, who
were " officers of the United States," Compl.' 123, but for the reasons noted above , they cannot
plausibly be held to be federal officers . Herron's allegation that "other [unidentified] government
officials" were part of the conspiracy must also be rejected . Id That allegation is a formulaic,
"`naked assertion ' devoid of `further factual enhancement,"' Igbal, 129 S. Ct. at 1949 (quoting Twombly,
550 U.S. at 557), and thus insufficient to state a claim.
3.

A Bivens Claim 1s Not Appropriate Under The Circumstances „Here

Even if Herron had pled the elements of First Amendment Bivens claim, which she has not,
the Court should still reject this Bivens claim. First, this Court should not allow Herron to proceed
with her Bivens claim because to do so would be unprecedented under Supreme Court authority.
The Supreme Court has never allowed a Bivens claim for a First Amendment violation , and, in fact, it
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found that a Bivens claim for violation of the Free Speech Clause in the federal employment context
was not appropriate. See Bush v. Lucas, 462 U.S. 367, 368 (1983). Bivens itself only permitted an
implied cause of action for damages for a Fourth Amendment violation, see Bivens, 403 U.S. at 389,
and since Bivens was issued, the Supreme Court has extended it only twice, to apply to violations of
the Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause, Davis v. Passman, 442 U.S. 228 (1979), and the Eighth
Amendment's Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause, Carlson v. Green, 446 U.S. 14 (1980).
Moreover, the Supreme Court has admonished the lower courts from extending Bivens liability to any
"new context or category of defendants because implied causes of action are disfavored." Igbal, 129
S. Ct. at 1948 (citing Corr. Servs. Corp. v. Malesko, 534 U.S. 61, 68 (2001)).
The Supreme Court has repeatedly instructed that a court should not permit a Bivens remedy
if any alternative avenue of judicial relief is available to the plaintiff. See, eg., Bush v. Lucas, 462 U.S.
367, 388 (1983). Herron has an alternative avenue of relief, namely the common law claims for
wrongful discharge and tortious interference with prospective advantage. See Vilson v. Libby, 498 F.
Supp. 2d 74, 91-92 (D.D.C. 2007) (noting that state common law claims may serve as such
alternative avenue of relief). See also Holly v. Scott, 434 F.3d 287, 295-96 (4th Cir. 2006) (same). That
Herron may not prevail on those claims does not matter because "the Supreme Court has indicated
that it is the availability of an alternative avenue of relief, rather than the plaintiff's level of success in
pursuing other remedies, that is the relevant consideration." Wilson, 498 F. Supp. 2d, at 91.
D.

Count 11 for Civil Conspiracy Should Be Dismissed

The Court must dismiss Herron's claim for civil conspiracy. Foremost, civil conspiracy is
not a stand-alone tort; it only serves, where properly stated, to establish vicarious liability for the
commission of another tort. E.g., Waidon v. Covington, 415 A2d 1070, 1074 n.14 P.C. 1980); Wiggins
v. Phillip Morris, Inc., 853 F. Supp. 458, 468 P.D.C. 1994). Thus, Herron's civil conspiracy clam fails
because she has failed to state a claim for wrongful discharge or tortious interference with
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prospective advantage, as discussed above. See Browning v. Clinton, 292 F.3d 235, 245 (D.C. C' 2002)
(dismissing conspiracy claim for failing to state underlying tort).
Independent of that reason, Herron also fails to state a civil conspiracy claim because the
Defendants, Fannie Mae and its employees (the individual Defendants), were incapable of
conspiring with each other. See, e.g., Anderson a Ramrey, No. Civ.A. 04-56, 2006 WL 1030155, at *7
(D.D.C. April 19, 2006) (finding that defendant and its employees were essentially a single entity and
thus incapable of conspiring with one another because the employees' alleged acts were done under
the authority of their employer). See also Michelin v. Jenkins, 704 F. Supp. 1, 4 P.D.C. 1989) (same).
Herron has not alleged, not can it reasonably be inferred from her allegations, that the individual
Defendants acted outside the scope of their employment.
Finally, her civil conspiracy claim also fails because the Complaint fails to adequately plead
the elements of a civil conspiracy, which are: (1) an agreement between two or more persons; (2) to
do an unlawful act or a lawful act in an unlawful manner; (3) an overt act in furtherance of the
agreement by someone participating in it; and (4) injury caused by the act. Acosta, 2010 WL 1931689
at *22-23. Assuming argnendo that the first two elements are met, Herron's claim fails because she
fails to allege facts from which it could plausibly be concluded that the Defendants acted in
furtherance of an agreement. Id. at *23 (dismissing conspiracy claim and stating that "merely
asserting the existence of an agreement without providing any facts suggesting that the defendants
were acting in concerti furtherance of a shared goal renders a complaint deficient"). Instead,
Herron makes only conclusory allegations parroting the elements of civil conspiracy. See Compl.
^T 97-98. Thus, she fails to adequately plead facts from which it could be concluded that the
Defendants' acts were done in furtherance of an agreement rather than just being independent,
albeit parallel, acts. See Twombll , 550 U.S. at 557 (a plaintiff asserting a conspiracy must plead
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conduct "in a context that raises a suggestion of a preceding agreement, not merely parallel conduct
that could just as well be independent action").

IV.

CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons, Herron's Complaint must be dismissed.
Respectfully submitted,
s
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